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The evolution of animation has been a result of the growing pool of talent, as well as the dexterity of
artists, whose number has seen a perpetual rise in the course of time. The field of cartoons is not
only captivating for children, but many adults also are connoisseurs of cartoons. Girl cartoon is one
of the many variations in the sphere of cartoons that have gained immense popularity. What is most
intriguing is the process of creating a Girl cartoon. These two â€“ dimensional figures are the product of
an artistâ€™s imagination, and the manner in which he arranges an assortment of lines.

Over the years, enhancement of cartoons has led to the emergence of animated cartoons and the
popularity of girl â€“ oriented cartoons to the emergence of the animated girl. This is created by
superimposing multiple images of a girl cartoon, to give the impression of movement. The figures so
created, are then molded such that they fit into the skins of various characters of films. Of late, there
has been a rise in the trend of films based on the animated girl. The â€˜animeâ€™, a Japanese form of
female animation, with its dramatically enhanced features, has not only proved to be a commercial
success but has also influenced many Western countries.

Witnessing the popularity of female animation, animators began making attempts at bringing
animation into the fold of cartooning. This led to the creation of the Animated cartoon girl. Many
traditional stories and tales were then developed into the form of animated cartoons, which gave the
concept of story â€“ telling a visual appeal and made it even more exciting for children to listen to
stories. This eliminated the need for children to quench their curiosity by merely imagining
Cinderella, the all â€“ time favorite Animated cartoon girl of children. They were now able to visualize
her on â€“ screen, in entirety.

Cartoon girl images of various popular animations have thronged the internet since. What is most
appealing is the playfulness of the lines and their interesting manipulation to produce something
which is appreciated by people of all age groups. Whether she is adventurous or funny, it is ensured
that the Cartoon girl enthralls its audience. The various techniques adopted by animators to prevent
the large variety of female animation figures from becoming monotonous include pop â€“ art and high â€“
art.

A posse of Cartoon girl characters has emerged on the television in recent times, all of which are
avidly followed by children, in particular. While the Wonder Woman shattered the illusion that
superheroes could only be male, the Power puff Girls inspired awe in the minds of children, by
protecting their town from all evils. Various Cartoon girl characters are endowed with various
personality traits to make them more interesting and to ensure that watching cartoons becomes a
learning experience for the children. Watching cartoons and the antics of various cartoon characters
has thus, become a common time â€“ passing activity, all over the world.
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